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Details of Visit:

Author: one eyed panda
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 29 Jul 2014 12:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07842691750

The Premises:

Smart recent buiuld flat in a very suitable area, lots of coming ang going. I was shown into a nice
well decorated bedroom. Wasn't offered a shower but I didn't really need one. Porn playing on the
TV, just in case I needed it to know what to do, lol

The Lady:

Lexi was tall enough in heels to eyeball me as we kissed. Very long legs as a result, big boobs,
much as advertised. Looked about 35 since she advertises 42 that is more than satisfactory.

Lexi was very down to earth, friendly, with lots of humorous banter - made for a very enjoyable
meet. She apologised for the lack of stockings as it was too hot for them. Otherwise attired in high
heesl and a short black dress, looked very sexy. I think she could be a very dirty talker but we didn't
go down that route.

The Story:

I had explained to Lexi that I had to use a pump to get an erection. She was quite curious about this
but co-operated beautifully. We started with some very nice french kissing and general petting and
stroking on the bed, followed by me working down via the nips to her pussy that was quite ready for
action. Couldn't quite get her to cum by oral so took the short break required to get the pump into
action, with Lexi taking a very close interest and sucking my balls while I pumped. When I was
ready she took me deep in her mouth with excellent oral both with and without the rubber which she
applied with her mouth. I suggested sex and positioned her on her knees on the end of the bed for
doggy action, got in easily due to all the lubrication and was able to maintain the position long
enough to get her to cum twice as far as I could tell. Given the limitations that I have I was very
happy about this, so after a bit of messing with the pump to get me properly hard again I had a go
with her on top, whihc didn't really work, and after more oral and a bit more pumping-up I put her
back into doggy and rode her to a shared climax that was extremely pleasurable for me. I could
even feel some fluid release which was a surprise as I have no prostate, but when I pulled out there
it was in the condom. Later after winding down and I was soft enough, there was quite a jet of fluid
came out when I pulled the control ring off.

A more than satisfactory punt with a friendly and co-operative lady. A bit of a milestone for me on
my recovery.
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Thanks very much Lexi
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